Accelerating the Future
of 3D Metal AM Manufacturing

Markets Applications
The Next Industrial Revolution

FONON CORPORATION-3D METAL PRINTING SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY-DIRECT METAL LASER SINTERING
Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS) uses a precise, high-wattage laser to micro-weld powdered metals and
alloys to form fully functional metal components from 3D CAD data files.

“2016 is quickly shaping up
to be one of the hottest
years on record for 3D
printing innovations”

“Building metal parts is the
only way 3D printing can
become productive”
(Source: Linkedin)

(Source: TechCrunch)

“The Next Industrial
Revolution Should
Happen in
America”

“There’s no hotter trend in
3D printing than metal 3D
printers”
(Source: All3dp)

(Source: TechCrunch)

“Metals are the fastest-growing
segment of 3D printing with
printer sales growing at 48% and
material sales growing at 32%”
(Source: Linkedin)

“The production of metal parts via laser
powder bed fusion AM is growing exponentially.”
(Source: Lawrence Livermore National Labs)

“3D printing in metal will allow the
technology to be used to manufacture
final production parts in a wide variety of
industries”
(Source: Linkedin)

3D METAL PRINTING SYSTEMS- THE NEXT INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
BRINGING CRITICAL INDUSTRIES TO NEW LEVELS THAT PREVIOUSLY WERE IMPOSSIBLE

INTEGRATE COMPLEX STRUCTURES REDUCING MULTIPLE COMPONENTS TO ONE
Replace Parts on Demand in Hours Instead of Months
Improve Manufacturing Efficiency
Reduce Size, Weight & Cost

PRIMARY MARKET APPLICATIONS
• Aviation- Revolutionize Jet/Gas Turbine Engines Shrinking Size & Weight/Toque Ratios
• Aerospace- Leading to Self-Sustaining Space Exploration and Stratospheric Programs
• Power Generation- New Generation of Compact Megawatt Grade Gas Turbines
• Military- Enhance National Security with Hypersonic Advanced Missiles and War Heads
• Medical- Manufacture Customized Patients Specific Bone Structures & Joint Replacements
• Automotive- New Generation of Light Weight Automotive Engines & Structural Components
• Defense- Improve Battlefield Readiness/Enhance Fleet Capabilities
“3D printing in metal will allow the technology to be used to manufacture
final production parts in a wide variety of industries”
(Source: Linkedin)

3D Metal Printing Systems - Aviation Applications
Revolutionize Jet/Gas Turbine Engines Shrinking Size & Weight/Toque Ratios
“3d metal printed complex shapes required by rocket nozzles and
combustion chambers significantly reduce weight and mass with
manufacturing times slashed by several weeks”
(Source: ESA)

“Titanium honeycombed lattice structures
reduce mass and cost of rocket chambers
and nozzles while improving thermal
resilience with hugely increased surface
area”
(Source: ESA)

“The injector is the heart of a rocket engine representing a large portion of
the cost taking > year to build but with metal AM, lead-times are < 4
months while simultaneously cutting overall cost by 70percent”
(Source: diyspaceexploration)

Aviation
Turbine Fuselage Ring
“GE’s LEAP engine nozzles have 5X more
durability, weigh 25% less with 20
separate machined pieces reduces to one”
(Source: Dupress)

3D Metal Printing Systems - Military & Defense Applications
Improve Fleet Readiness & Capabilities, Enhance National Security

“Future full-body military armor to
include cooling systems to regulate
body temperature, motorized
exoskeleton to support added weight
powered by small engines”
(Source: 3dprint)

“The US Navy has been particularly interested in getting 3D
printers on board of warships with an eye on emergency
repairs”
(Source: 3ders)

“Eventually soldiers will be able to print guided missiles & weapons
right in the battlefield extending their range and payload capability
based on the battlefield dynamics”
(Source: Laser Photonics)

Defense
Warhead Manufacturing

3D Metal Printing System - Gas Turbine Applications
New Generation of Compact Megawatt Gas Turbines

“Metal printed parts will replace objects previously forged,
milled or cast allowing the creation of complex geometries for
components that optimally whirl the gas-air mixture to
improve combustion”
(Source: Siemens)

“Metal printing burner tips
in gas turbines could
revolutionize the supply of
spare parts reducing repair
times by 90% while reducing
costs”
(Source: Siemens)

“Turbine blade ventilation ducts have reached their limit by drilled or
cast methods. Turbine blades could be cooled better if we could metal
print them in one piece reducing the amount of cooling air that turbines
need, enabling greater efficiency”
(Source: Siemens)

3D Metal Printing Systems- Automotive Applications
New Generation of Light Weight Car Engines and Structural Components

“In the future, we will radically drive down the cost of metal
automotive structures reducing weight from 1000 lbs to 61
lbs building the entire chassis < $2K”
(Source: Kevin Czinger CEO Divergent Microfactories)

“Metal 3D printing can produce highly
customized automotive parts with added
improved functionalities with hollows and
undercuts, thin walls and hidden voids that
cannot be achieved through conventional
manufacturing methods”
(Source: 3dengr)

“OEM’s warehouse up to 500,000 different
parts, dealers stock up to 20,000. Metal printing
on-demand spare parts in the future will
transfer production from the automotive
manufacturer to the dealer”
(Source: Wards Auto)

Automotive
Engine Block Manufacturing

3D Metal Printing Systems- Space Applications
Self-Sustaining On Demand Parts Replacement

"Additive manufacturing with 3D printers will allow
space crews to be less reliant on supply missions from
Earth and lead to sustainable, self-reliant exploration
missions where resupply is difficult and costly”
(Source: Space)

“3D metal printing will enable space crafts to manufacture and
assemble un-launchable structures in orbit”
(Source: TCT)

“In the future, manned missions will carry a 3D printer with
them to ensure full self-reliance as they fly many months or
years distant from Earth. Any broken item could be quickly
and easily replaced”
(Source:ESA)

3D Metal Printing Systems-Medical Applications
Ability to Manufacture Patients Specific Bone Structures and Joint Replacements

“One patient, one implant-customized knee
implants are sized and shaped to fit to each
patient's unique anatomy for all stages of
osteoarthritis of the knee”

“3D metal printing is uniquely suited to making
low cost customized prosthetics”
(Source: 3dprintingindustry)

(Source: Conformis)

“Personalized titanium 3d printed implants
and patient specific tools will help surgeons
achieve their goals for accuracy and patient
outcomes”
(Source: 3dprinting industry)
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